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FUNDED IN 1873

'Let's Go Bavarian'

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1937

Ski Team Coming Here
Winter
[tyfjn

I;

"Buffoon" Air-Minded;
Jury For Play Collegiate Group Booked
'Student
Staff
King Flies To Boston
Durgin To Coach
To Be Chosen
Includes 20
For Two-Day Carnival
Varsity Candidates New Members
From Audience

I Ralph Goodwin, Fied Bailey, Tom Reiner,
and Bob Ireland Should be Mainstay
of Ski Group
LiTESWON STATE
IP
MEETS, 1924-1930

Omar King '38 Is probably the
first Bates person to use the air
service recently made available by
the installation of the LewistonAuburn airport.
King flew to Boston yesterday
on "Buffoon" business, but his return tomorrow will be by train.
The editor of the comic magazine had only this comment to
make before his departure, "Now,
for a change, I'll be in a position
where I can look down on everyone else". He hop~5d to acquire the
proper "altitude".

Freshman, Soph. Additions
To Managing, Sports,
And News Depts.

Twenty journalistically inclined underclassmen were added to the list of
STUDENT staff members, John Leard
'38, editor, announced at a staff meeting yesterday.
Three sophomores and seventeen
freshmen were included in the present managing, news, women's news,
and sports department by this announcement.
Freshmen added to the staff are
Frances Wallace, Marjorie Moulton,
and Brooks Hamilton as assistants to
The heavens on a screen were prethe managing 'editor; Russell Armsented to tne audience by Dr. Ruroy strong Jr., Arthur Austin, Roger Bis
Sibley, astronomer, at a lecture in the bee, Frank Brown, Brooks Hamilton,
cnapel Monday evening.
David Nichols, and Leslie Warren as
The motion pictures, taken through assistants to the news editor; Annetta
a telescope, showed views of the Mil- Barms, Jean Blanchard, Roberta
«y Way, the nine planets, the sun, Evans, Marjorie Moulton, Aino Puraand the various other parts of the nen, Mary Jean Sealey, and Frances
universe of which the earth is a mem- Wallace as members of the women's
news department; and Dwight Deber.
Conditions on the moon and on Witt, Clinton Forstrom, and Dwight
Mars were described as barren by Dr. Quigley as assistants to the sports
Sibley, who also stated that the con- editor.

Sibley Speaks
On Astronomy

4-A Players To Present
Novel Mystery Drama By
Ayn Rand
The stage of the Little Theatre,
Thursday and Friday evenings, will
be the scene of something new and
different in the annals of the campus
theatre-goers, for on these evenings
12 members of the audience will play
the role of the jury in the mystery
play "The Night of January 16th".
This drama by Ayn Rand will place
the duty of rendering a decision on
the jurors when the accumulation of
evidence placed before them by the
players has become complete.

Will Furnish Evening Entertainment, Then
To Compete With Bates Ski Team In
Winter Sports Meet

Varsity Club
Admits Twenty

INCLUDES BAVARIAN £
SLALOM CHAMPION

The Bavarian Ski Boys, an intercollegiate team of international fame
which arrives in this country late in
^tuenrsi tune since i>jo4, Bates
January, will participate in the 18th
>1U BOH** «nuer sports as an uiannual winter carnival, Samuel Leard
^ -cavity. Athletic De"38, president of the Outing Club, cariais Siud llUS WeCk
Itfuwu ""^
""
nival
sponsors, announced today. The
1 'I,ere being made to obtain meets
skiers will be at Bates February 4
Inn Harvard, BOWOOIU, Colby, Maine,
Twenty new members have been and 5.
| ad ettner WiUiMM or Amherst.
named for the Bates Varsity Club,
According to tentative plans, the
All the drama of the courtroom will honor society of all those who win
win wurgui, lormer Dartmouth skiseven-man team will give a native
be enacted with the witnesses present- their varsity "B" in an intercollegiate
ll nu WHO has been in charge of
Bavarian entertainment the evening
ing their stories and submitting to the sport. These members have been goLauurai winter sports here since
of February 4, and will also particiexamination of the attorneys.
I^returns to coach this year's varing through a period of initiation pate in a skiing meet with the Bates
L. An enthusiastic squad respondTwelve member's of the audience since Monday, which will be climaxed team, reorganized this year for the
A straight primary election of officL.o me notice lor the first meeting
will
be selected for jury service and tomorrow night in the Alumni Gym. first time since 1934 as a group comers for the class of 1941 will be conthe
decision
will be up to them. Howj»»eek.
The new members are: Charles Al- peting on an intercollegiate basis.
ducted by the student council in chapever,
every
"juror" in the audience exander '38, Charles Crooker '40, Carl This will probably take place either
^ uoouwin of Auburn is tue
el tomorrow morning, Barclay Dor^expeueuced SKier to report when
man '38, president of the council, an- will be free to formulate and carry Amrein '38, Fred Clough '39, Trenor Friday afternoon or Saturday mornhome with him his decision on the Goodell '39, Richard Gould '38, Den- ing of the carnival.
yTauwaa issued last wee*. Frea
nounced last night.
The entertainment the ski boys will
For this election the council has de- case that will push the Supreme Court nis Healey '08, Charles Harms '38,
MX„ „uU ueiand, Carl Amrein, Art
Howard Kenney '40, Richard Perkins give includes schulplattling, yodelling,
cided to employ the written ballot controversies off of the front page.
I po-er, iom Reiner, Ken Snow, and
•38, Omar King '38, Michael McDon- accordian and other instrumental
method in both the primary and final
WOK rlunns are others reporting
ough "38, John Leard '38, Sam Leard playing, plus skiing motion pictures.
elections.
Each
feshman
will
be
reL. *ave had previous experience. ditions apertaining to the earth did
Harold Goodspeed and Wilfred
"38, Hasty Thompson '40, Harry ShepAce performer of the squad is Ceri
LcK inompson, former Edward Little not exist in connection with many oth- Howland in the managing depart- quested to write on a ballot slip the
herd '40, Al Rollins '40, George Lyth- Lantschner, Bavaria's 1937 intercolnames
of
three
members
of
his
class
La .New Hampton ski star, is tta er planets or heavenly bodies.
ment and Sumner Tapper in the sports
cott '39, Norman Tardiff '40, and Carl legiate downhill and slalom champion,
for each of the four class positions,
IK* representative from the fresnWhen confronted with the "number department are the sophomore addi- president, vice-president, secretary,
and younger brother of Guzzi LantMazarella '38.
t^ to to answer Coach Durgin s
one astronomical question," the as- tions to the staff.
Sporting Events and Professors
schner, star of the "Ski Chase" and
and
treasurer.
The
men
will
offer
All
of
these
neophytes
must
make
call.
tronomer said, "There is no real proof
three additional names for candidates
Are Subjects of Color-Film for
their own paddle and wear half an "Slalom" moving pictures.
-According la the "Alumnus" Bates of any life anything like ours on any
for their representative to the student
After tjieir two-day stay at Bates,
onion around their necks. They have
Alumni Circulation
started her wins in the State meet to of the planets, but there are some incouncil.
been carrying an egg around to have arranged with the cooperation of Mr.
1924 and continued for six consecu- dications, of which we are not very
August Buschmann, director of the
At the finals, scheduled to take place
Seven reels, of over 400 feet apiece, it signed by all Varsity Club memtive years under the coaching of C. sure, that seem to show us that there
in the chapel Tuesday, the class will have been completed in a color-film of bers, and whenever an egg breaks the concert, the Bavarian team goes to
Kay Thompson '13 from 1925-28. In may be conditions where life could
vote on one of the three candidates indoor and outdoor campus activities, owner must start his autograph hunt Dartmouth to participate in the win] 1330 Bates defeated Maine in a dual exist on some of the planets, such as
"Marketing' for Economists;.More who receive the highest number of John Curtis, Chase Hall Director, an- all over again. Tomorrow they will ter carnival there.
I meet after the State Meet had been the evidence that undoubtedly some
blossom out in girls' gym bloomers,
primay votes in each office.
American Literature for
nounced yesterday.
tailed off on account of inclimate of the planets undergo seasonal
make-up on their faces, and a large
The final officers will be announced
English Students
The entire film will consist of 129
I conditions. 1931 was the first year changes similar to ours. On the othred bow around their necks. They
Wednesday.
scenes with 62 titles, and all the
Hat Maine won the State meet since ers, we are quite sure that no life
cannot even get into their own initiascenes will have their full natural
I the inauguration by the tremendous comparable to ours could exist."
Two new courses have been added
tion free, they must pay twenty-five
color. Already "shots" have been
I wre of 4H-18. Former intercollegiate
Pictures of Halley's comet as it was to the educational curricula for the
cents to be admitted to the Alumni
taken of Doctor Wright fixing his
ws-mile snowshoe champion, Norm seen in 1910 were presented to the coming semester, according to the reGym Thursday evening.
Mr. John T. Halford, assisted by
new home, of Professor Sawyer in his
Tnitten, was the only individual win- audience, and various bits of astro- cently issued 1937-8 Annual Bates
Willard Bass and Charles Edwards,
The Perfect Gentleman
garden,
and
of
Professors
Myhrman
no for the Garnet.
nomical information, such as the dis- Catalogue.
The Bates Round Table will give a
Gentleman Perkins has been run- all of Bowdoin college, conducted an
and Ramsdell hunting. Archery and
In 1932 Maine won 38-28 with Paul covery of Pluto and of Neptune, were
English
302,
titled "Advanced Christmas party at 8:00 p. m., Wed- football also have been recorded on ning around faking blocks at trees, informal lecture and discussion at the
Carpenter being the individual high included in Dr. Sibley's lecture.
American Literature," will be taught nesday, Dec. 15, at Chase Hall.
taking a bow, and saying to each, men's "Coffee" in Chase Hall Sunday
the celluloid reels.
Prof. August Buschmann, chairman by Prof. Robert G. Berkelman on
Point man with 13 points. He won the
Mrs. Rayborn L Zerby heads the
"Pardon me." He also held a chapel afternoon.
The entire film will be completed in door open and greeted everyone with
The three Bowdoin students were
MO-yard down hill race with Jack of the Concert and Lecture Series Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at program committee, which consists of
January, it is expected, and will be
Curtis, now assistant alumni director committee, introduced the speaker.
his customary polite "Good morning." part of an Arctic exploration headed
11
Only students who received an Mrs. August Buschmann, Miss Lena
available for alumni organizations Along with all the other football men, by Mr. Donald B. MacMillan, noted
^ Chase Hall director, in second
average of "C" or better in English Walmsley, Mrs. Seldon T. Crafts, and
throughout the country. Graduates
V*on.
Dr.
Edwin
Wright.
Perkins has had to wear a helmet and explorer, last summer.
231, 232 are qualified for this course.
Mr. Halford opened the affair with
The hosts for the party are Mrs. my keep in touch with campus activ- hip pads.
Economics
316,
catalogued
under
the
^ ^33 when Coach Durgin took
ities by watching the screen at their
a
short
explanation or account of the
Roberts,
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Percy
Wilov
title, "Marketing", will be conducted
Senior football manager, Trenor
« the reir.s there was a thaw which
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon, Mrs. Fos- own meetings merely by sending an Goodell, has carried six blankets a- trip, the members of the party, and
by
Prof.
Paul
B.
Bartlett
of
the
econecessitated the cancelling of the
announcement of their desire to see
the object of the trip. He then prenomics department on Monday, Wed- ter, and Prof. Angelo Bertocci.
^hedule with the exception of two
the films to the alumni office, Mr. round and offered one to each Varsity sented three reels of colored motion
J
j Club member whom he met. How- V. meets which were wins for EdChristmas carols sung under a nesday, and Friday at 10. The purCurtis said.
pictures that he took of scenes during
ever, they did not relieve him of the
| *ard Little and Hebron Academy.
lighted Christmas tree on Cheney pose of this course will be the teachtheir journey. These pictures, vividThe
picture
may
be
displayed
to
the
ing marketing methods and the strucThe
blanket.
last intercollegiate year was House lawn are included in the plans
ly colorful in detail and beauty,
student body some time in January.
ture
of
commodity
markets
in
the
! Charles Harms has been leading
4
with Charlie Paige and Carl of the Christian Association for the
showed scenes in Gloucester during
The expenses of the entire filming
cheers for himself; John Leard was
Drake, former cross-country captain week preceding the ****."?£ United States.
fitting out, at the time of departure,
total $90, of which the Springfield
The
new
"Paper
King"
of
East
seen pushing a lining machine; while
The catalogues may be obtained at
"Prese
'■senting the Bobcat in the Dart- Gordon Williams '38, president of the
and many scenes of the country along
Alumni
Association
has
contributed
Parker, Bob Rimmer '39, was conSam Leard pushed a wheelbarrow
the office of the Registrar at any
"°outri carnival. The former compet- B C A. announced yesterdaythe way on the coasts of Newfoundvinced
last
Sunday
evening
that
$40.
around which was occasionally decortime. However, Registrar Mabel L
™ ln the slalom and the latter in the
land and Labrador.
Sunday evening, at the conclusion
the
Sunday
edition
of
the
New
ated
by
various
Varsity
Club
mem'"•mile snowshoe race'. Maine won of Vespers, the tree will be decorat- Libby stated thJ«. the copies were beAn informal discussion was held
York
"Times"
can
cover
more
bers. All of the other initiates have
ing delivered from the publisher in
around the lighted fireplace while cofJ State Meet, 42-24, with Paige the ed with light bulbs by the Campus
than
a
newsstand.
Returning
at
had
stunts
to
perform
more
or
less
batches and were being issued to stufee and doughnuts were served.
"ft Point man.
Service Committee of the B. V. A.
the usual hour of 10:30 p. m. from
connected with their sport.
dents appearing for them until each
The "coffee", equivalent to the wo■he schedule will be announced at a The expenses for the tree will be met
his nightly stand at the Chase
Thursday
evening
the
initiates
will
batch was exhausted.
er
&
men's
teas, was the first of many such
by
the
administration,
and
the
tree
, date after replies from other
House outpost he found that two
troop over to the Alumni Gym with
Prof Paul Whitbeck of the English
Owen Dodson '36 will have his play their paddles. The subsequent events affairs, John Curtis, Chase Hall direcwill remain lighted after undergradwaste baskets full of tiny bits of
""""I* have been received.
department attended to the editing of
"The Divine Comedy" produced at the
tor, stated.
uates have left campus for Christmas
newspaper representing half the
are secret, of course. It is rumored,
the catalogue in view of the fact that
Yale University School of the Theatre
Sunday
"Times"
had
significantly
however, that there will be such things
vacation.
'
Prof. Berkelman, editor of past numfor three nights the last of Janinvaded his desk, bureau, suitEdward Stanley '39, chairman of
as oyster swallowing, blindfolded boxbers, is studying at Columbia Univeruary. While at Bates Mr. Dodson edcases, books, clothing, and what
ing, and speeches.
this committee is being assisted in sity on sabbatical leave for this seited the "Garnet" and was a prominhave you, Rimmer.
outfitting the tree and JJPf*
ent member of the 4-A Players, actmester
Thereupon followed a smile of
carol program by members of MB
ing leading roles and directing major
(w „ e av
.
.
discovery which soon turned to
Ever alert to catch the spirit of
committee.
jrra
^
°* vacation is
productions.
tears in a snowstorm of newspaA Christmas carol sing will be conthe season, Gene of the Quality
"'^is from studies!
"The Divine Comedy" pictures a
per shreds which filled the air and
Shop again triumphs.
ducted at 9:30 Thursday, December
, 5.1" P«
priest who relieves the sufferings of
liJ j* 1<J?'6-7 Bates Catalogue
For, located in a prominent
settled in an inch and a half of
Prof. Raymond L Kendall, of the
tmas recess as
16. A Cnase Hall Open &*-.»*£
the poor after the depression with the
at 7.,.
ending
whiteness over the contents and
place will be that twig of nature's
education
department,
and
Prof.
Sam1
j 5.00 P»
will follow the coed dinner precedes
result that the people follow him as
Samuel Leard '38 has been admita.m., Monday, January 3,
occupants of room nine. When the
creation which old maids are said
uel F. Harms, head of the Spanish
the Carol Sing on the B^ C. A. ted to the Graduate School of MediChrist. The play ends on a tragic
y
"_e "Important Dates" secstorm had cleared sufficiently to
to covert and coeds find agreedepartment,
spoke
at
the
annual
Fall
« 4.58 P«
schedule. The Open House, however cine at Boston University. Leard, a
the Varsit Club blotter
note, leaving the poor in a worse state
permit visibility, Rimmer was seen
able—to say the least.
meeting of the Little Andrscoggin
will conclude at 9:30, in time for ev biology major, is president of the Out8ame date
than they were.
*ec
- However, the
emerging from the drifts with a
Need it be bluntly said that "ye
Valley Teachers Institute at Mechanic
A tremendous unit setting with a
eryone to attend the sing. The Chase ing Club, sports editor of the Si INpair of earmuffs and a broom. By
olde mistletoe" again takes its
8hoently issued 1937"8 catalogue
Falls
last
night.
i cross 30 feet high dominating over
Hall committee, composed of ^n
DENT and a member of Jordan bci— H a revision ot tne calendar
1:00 a. m. the Cellulose Magnate
rightful place?
Prof. Kendall lectured on the "Reman Howard Becker '38, Gordon Wfl- entific'society and band. He is the
everything is used. A chorus pro^
now We need not return to
had once more prepared the famIt is rumored that Ray Grant
sponsibilities
of
Teachers
to
the
Comvides an effective background of mu•ssas until 7:40 a.m., Tuesday,
liams '38, Laurence Gammon MrW"" manager of the varsity *^ *"*
ous room for rehabilitation. And
'40, nephew of genial Gene, had
J
munity," while Prof. Harms recountanuary 4.
neth Libbey '39, George Russell 40,
Albin Hagstrom '38 has been ac
sic.
......
so goes college life; in tune with
more than a little to do with this
• Producers and, critics will review ed his travels this summer in his ad,nted
by the Graduate School of
e
itrar
and
Fred
Whitten
'41,
has
■***"*!"
the Times we claim that there's
new addition to the "QualV inth! f
Mabel Libby verified
cePtea ."'..- ,
dress
on
"My
Experiences
in
Gerv:_ University.
University.
the play and inspect it for possibilfor coeducational ping-pong- billiards, Dentistry at Columbia
^ change and stated that the adterior decoration.
something in the air besides the
many."
ities of a Broadway production.
pool, bowling, and card games to en- ?agstrom is also a biology major, and
Christmas spirit
totflk! day Was intentional and
tertain eds and coeds at Chase Hall "member of Jordan Science
the product of a proof-readef
s error
previous to the sing.

''Looking Through Great
Telescope" Is Third In
Chapel Series

Frosh Elections
Begin Thursday

Straight Primary System To
Be Used For Preliminary
Vote

Eggs, Onions and Paddles
Feature Initiations of
Letter Men

Campus Activities
Filmed In Color

Two New Courses
For Next Semester

Men's "Coffee" Has
Movies, Speakers

Bates Round Table
To Give Xmas Party

BCA Prepares
Xmas Festivities

RimmerStagesClean
Up of N.Y. "limes"

MeeA

pOGS|

Yale Dramatists
Give Dodson's Play

t

^7-38 Catalogue
Ploys Santa Claus

"JJuality" Preaches
Message Of Love

Students Admitted
To Medical Schools

ad nf.

y

Professors Speak
At Annual Meeting

I
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GDfie6iate Digest

Here Lies: The Athletic Council _
Rumors have been going around campus for nearly a year that some
changes were planned in the relationship of the athletic department to
the college. The only change visible to the students was the transter ot
attendance credits from the athletic office to the office of the registrar.
Rumors indicated that the Athletic Council wouldn't meet again, but no

COLLEGE CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec 9—
8 p. m. 4-A Play, "The Night of
January 16"; Little Theatre.
Friday, Dec. 10—
8 p. m. 4-A Play "The Night of
January 16"; Little Theatre.
Saturday, Dec. 11—
7:45 Open House and Dance; Chase
Hall.
Sunday, Dec 12—
4:30 Christmas Vespers; Chapel.
Thursday, Dec. 16—
8:40 a. m. General Assembly; Alumni Gymnasium.
6- p. m. Coed Dinner; Fiske and
Commons.
7 p. m. Chase Open House9:30 p- m. Carol Sing; Cheney House
Lawn.
* • •
CLUB NOTES
Dance
At the bi-weekly meeting, Friday
afternoon, Dec. 3, the Dance Club continued its project of making up a
dance for an exhibition to be presented to the Round Table of the faculty
in January.
Politics
A pre-view of Santa Claus was held
last night in the Women's Union when
the Politics Club held a Christmas
party.
Heelers and 4-A
A joint meeting of Heelers and
English 4-A was held last Monday
night. The members of Heelers presented a skit for the 4-A. The members entered into a discussion and
criticism after the play.
Christian Service
Last evening the members of the
Christian Service Club held a oabin
party at Thorncrag.
Camera Club
A short meeting of the Camera
Club was held last Monday night, at
7 o'clock. Richard Fullerton presided.
The meeting was adjourned early for
the benefit of those who wished to attend the lecture.

Campus Camera

By Lea

a FATHER

,

r * .
,.^ AVIATION

Of 1ME UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA,
MADE GLIDER FLIGHTS' AS EARLY AS
1654' IM 190? HE DESCENDED FROM
A BALLOON IN A TANDEM MONOPLANE
AND LATER IN THE YEAR FELL ID HIS
DEATH IN A MOTOR PRPFELLED FLANE
L3
THE SWEDISH NIGHTINGALE.
vlENNY LIND, DONATED THE FIRST
MONEY TO FOUND AUGUSTANA COLLEGE, ROCK ISLAND ILLINOIS

RUTGERS BEAT PRINCETON 6T0 4
IN THE FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL GAME. PLAYED IN 1869 TMEY
HAVE BEEN TRYING TO REPEAT EVER
vTlNCE BUT THE TIGERS HAVE TAK£W
THE LAST M GAMES'

FROM THE NEWS
By Irene Lee '38
Labor Meets a Stalemate
The conference between the CIO, as
represented by John L. Lewis, and the
AFL, as represented by William
Green, has been brought to a sharp
standstill by the incompatible aims of
both leaders. Each seeks the full autonomy of his organization over the
mass of seven million workers in all
unions. As the situation now stands,
the status quo in the internal labor
struggle will probably be maintained.

age-old excuse of State's right has
been dragged in by those who still
believe in the autonomy of national
units; and who seem unaware of the
infeasibility and practical impossibility of such a stand.

A Forty-Ninth State?
ine Hawaiian Islands nas made a
request that it be admitted into the
i Union as the forty-ninth state. Its
people do not feel satisfied with its
present status as a territory, and feel
that the fact that they pay more in
taxes than any one of 16 states warrants consideration. On the other
hand, its heterogenous population and
location 2000 miles from the mainland tend to discourage any such concession.

Betty Coed Confesses
Her Football Failinu
By Helen Dickinson '38
Now that the football season IS
over, we coeds feel compelled to make
The coed, with
a iew confessions.
her trim fur coat, bright pom-pom
enrysanthemum, saucy hat, shouting
whole-heartedly for the honor of dear
old Bates, is one of the sights familiar
on any fall Saturday. It is with fear
and trembling, however, that we venture such confessions, for we really
do enjoy the games and hope we will
be invited to attend them again. This
coeds's tale may not typify the usual
case, but it is all too often the frequent one.
Early Monday morning the coed begins to plan for the next Saturday's
game. All week long she anticipates
it and talks of nothing but football.
Anyone hearing her says, "Oh, a girl
after my own heart—an outdoor
girl".
Grand Entrance
The great day arrives. Betty Coed
times her entrance to the game either
very early so she can see all the people as they troop in; or else very
late (this is if she has a new hat, or
a beautiful corsage which HE sent).
She is equipped with a program—
"names and numbers of all the players"—a pennant which she waves feverishly at all of her friends, and she
usually has a man in tow. The man
—or the long-suffering male, as he is
in this case, does his best to get Betty
settled with as little commotion as
possible and tries to impress her that
he was able to get seats on the "fifty
yard line". At this announcement,
Betty looks startled and asks blankly,
"Fifty yards of what?"
With that, the LSM (long-sufferingmale, you remember) succumbs to
watch the kick-off and to implore

Symphonic Band To Play
At Basketball Gamej

The irreconcilability of such views
By Lois Philbrick '39
will doubtlessly tend to weaken the
The newly formed Symphonic Band,
unionization movement in America
which is rehearsing Friday evenings,
one would say for sure.
From "The Sentinel", New Haven and so forestall constructive action in
is composed of those regular members
At last, however, Prof. Gould of the Faculty Committee on Athletics *ngh School, Connecticut:
the settlement of labor problems.
of the Bates band who wish to play
has come to cur rescue and explained the entire change with its signifi- "Ueard at the Omega Delta Smoker:
during
the year and also of women
'She said she d be faithful to the
cance.
on the campus who play band instruIn the first place, it seems that the collegiate trend during the past few end.'
Crop Control
ments.
Say, that sounds all right.'
years has been for the athletic departments throhghout the country to forMuch
controversy
has
risen
lately
It has been felt for a long time that
'Yes, but I'm the quarterback'."
sake their position of independence and be incorporated in the college
on the subject of crop control. Its
some arrangement should be made by
•
•
•
set-up as'the history, biology, or English departments have been since
protagonists feel that a regulated curwhich women players could have a
From the New York "World-TeleJohn Harvard decided the city of Cambridge should be the seat of ancient
tailment of farm products will in- Manchuko Recognized
chance to make use of their musical
gram:
Italy
has
cemented
her
friendship
crease
farm
prices
and
the
purchasing
talents
during their stay in college.
New England learning.
Some figures worth thinking about:
power of a great number of our pop- with Japan by a formal recognition 01 The college orchestra can use only a
The chief significance of this, we are told, is financial. No longer do
The total of all internal revenue tax
ulation, thereby hastening the return the latter's puppet state, Manchuko. few wood-wind and brass instruments,
the athletic boards decide on their own budget, approve it themselves, sign collections by the federal government of prosperity.
She is the first country to so give and the development of this organizatheir own checks, and carry on the whole program. Athletic money mat- from 1863 through the last fiscal year
sanction to the illegal seizure of ter- tion would seem the proper methHowever, it must be recognized that
was $74,000,000,000.
ritory. No doubt, her action is moti- od of using these players. The band
ters, like those of the regular curricular departments, are now handle'd
The gross national debt today is the plight of our southern Sharecrop- vated largely by the hope of having
will play at the basketball games,
througr the Bursar's Office.
Physical education is elected along with $37,000,000,000.
pers has been in part due to and agEthiopia likewise recognized by other
languages, sciences, and social sciences, at the beginning of the semester.
So, as a nation we owe today just gravated by the AAA which called for leading nations of the world. So far, and other public appearances will be
arranged.
Attendance records are kept on the regular "cut-book" in the registrar's exactly half as much as we, as a na- the plowing under of crops. In either her expectations have not been fulThe band derives its name from the
tion, have taken in during the last case, the purpose has been the same: filled.
office.
fact that a different type of music is
to limit the farm output. This has
=ixty-four years.
With these changes taking place in the fall of 1936, the Athletic Counresulted in the extensive unemploy• » •
cil, which up to then had shared athletic control with the Faculty Comment of many tenant farmers and
"What are the three things that a
Child Labor
mittee on Athletics, found it could no longer argue over dollars and cents, bride thinks of when she enters the widespread misery.
National attention has been focused
how many footballs to buy or not to buy, and thus realized its chief job Church?"
Furthermore, it has been stated by on the issue of child labor, due to the
many leading economists that over- concerted efforts of the National
For the Holidays
had been given to someone else. Although the Council books haven't been
?he thinks, "Aisle, alter, hymn."
—The Aquinas. production is not the problem today; Child Labor Committee in investigatofficially closed, that body was really dissolved on the recommendation
but that of underconsumption. Con- ing and publicizing conditions in the
• • •
of a committee of the trustees last June. We have been waiting for the
trolling production will certainly not Missouri mines. Since the nullifica"You
can
always
tell
a
Senior,
official closing of the Council's activities before we "broke" the story,
* Be Sensible and Play Safe
solve our problem.
He is so gaily dressed.
tion of the NRA and its regulation on
but it seems that the sign-off may never be done, or if it is, may be done
* Go in Comfort by Rail
You can always tell a Sophomore,
child labor, employment of minors has
when no one is around; so we hereby leave the Athletic Council and con- By the way he swells his chest.
steadily increased, in its*more discour-' *"You Get There Sooner and Can
Anti-Lynching Bill
Stay Longer
sider it officially buried..
You can always tell a Junior,
aging form. The Committee reports
The second athletic board, known here as the Faculty Committee on By his timid (?) look and such.
The Senate has been tentatively that "poverty, ignorance, poverty . . .
* Ride in our NEW Coaches
considering the Anti-Lynching (Wag- children from 6 to 7 years up worsing * Have fun en route with "the
Athletics, remains, adopting the only two functions the Athletic Council You can always tell a Freshman,
ner.-Van Nuys) Bill, but unless the regularly . . child marriages, malnugang"
could have maintained—the awarding of letters on the recommendation But you cannottell him much."
•
•
»
will of those people interested in so- trition and disease characterize this
of the coaches, captains, and director of athletics; and the selecting of
Dean Edward Lauer of the Univer- cial justice and democracy is fully as- section ..." The average working day
Your local Agent (Tel. 3480) can
managers—and retaining its own functions. The Committee will now:
sity of Washington has been compil- serted, there is slim chance of the is 7.4 hours. Average earnings are
arrange Tickets and Schedules in
approve schedules (including opponents and the number of games), adopt ing a new college dictionary that will measure's active consideration. The $2.87 a week.
a jiffy — call him NOW!
or drop sports from the athletic program, award letters and numerals, cause lovers of pure English to gnash
approve managers for varsity and freshman sports, act in conjunction their teeth in despair. With the help
Christmas will be merrier if you
with the president of the college in hiring coaches, and serve in an ad- of Felix Bauman, a German student,
GO BY TRAIN
who recently toured the 48 states colvisory capacity to the director of athletics.
lecting typical phrases, he has made
Although the official representation of the alumni and students is lost
the dictionary which includes such
Examples of our
by the dissolution of the Council, such functions as these listed above, definitions as: A good looking girl
Low Coach Fares
it seems obvious, are generally administrative. If at any time students or student—Fever Frau; A dance—ceThere are at least two experiences
It is a quarter to seven in the evealumni should feel the need and desirability of expressing themselves on ment mixer; A student automobile— which every Bates student must go
ning. You have a library assignment
some policy which the Faculty Committee on Athletics takes, the regular Rolls Rough bone-crusher; tin-type— through, if he is to do justice to his for 7:40 next morning. You feel amFrom Lewiston
liberal education. These experiences bitious. You feel intellectual. You
Alumni and Student Council channels can be used, as they have been in a homely girl student.
Boston
$ 2.95
• • •
share the common ground in that the want to learn. You want the prof to
the past in connection with ordinary policies of the administration.
Bangor
2.15
The well known President Robert student sets out with high hopes, sufopen his eyes listening to you recite.
New York
7.55
The new one-board system, in connection with which the athletic de- M. Hutchins of the University of Chifers in their subsequent materializaNew Haven
6.10
partment is incorporated into the regular college organization is, with cago gives as his frank opinion: "Stu- tion, and returns home disappointed, So you arrive at the library on time;
you get your book (if you're fast);
Manchester,
N.
H
3.10
Bates' action, now established in all Maine colleges. It is fast becoming dents today know that the educational dejected and despondent.
you settle down to read, to study. The
Worcester
3.85
standard in all colleges, and should work for less confusion and less system is phoney. What they are getHave you ever come out of Chapel, library is warm; outside is cold; you
ting
is
a
mass
of
variegated
and
obsoduplication of efforts between the college itself and what previously was
trucked your way to Hathorn's steps feel sleepy after such a big supper;
lescent information which is tossed at
to find humanity packed ten deep you nod over your book as the low
its athletic step-son.
them in an' apparently unrelated form
in front of the bulletin board? You hum of conversation lulls you to . . .
0
and about which they do little if any
simply must see the notices, for there You nod your head and look with
thinking."
COED DINING WITH TWO PURPOSES
might be something of importance glassy eyes at undistinguishable
• • •
Racking their brains for arguments favoring coeducational dining,
posted. After a process of shoving, print. The bell tinkles and you return
"A strenuous program of adult livwhich will have its season's inaugural next week, proponents always
pushing and crowding somewhat sim- your book, the lesson done, with the
ing brings one ultimately to terms
alight on the training for social fitness which can be derived from it. with life so that life reaches fulfill- ilar to the imbroglio between dances thought that 7:40's ought to be
Coed dinners are, and should be, sources of enjoyment and a chance to ment. The central business of a col- at Chase Hall, you manage to park abolished. .
in front of the board. The same nosee the other side of the campus in a new light. They should be as well lege is to produce adults. Tne cenEver have such experiences? Yes?
tices that have been there for three
tral
business
of
the
adult
mind
is
to
a chance for the participating students to show, not a specially prepared
You
have been initiated to student
to terms with life." Duties de- days are still there. You mutter as
set of dining and table manners, but rather their social fitness and poise, come
u lea
life.
No? Your education has been
fined by Henry M. Wriston, president, y°
ve, you growl and you curse
our wast
the result of gradual training in pre-college and college years.
sadly
neglected.
of Brown University.
'y
ed effort

Exchange News

Betty to do the same. Betty I
tremendously interested ;n [/ ^
and watches with great anxiety'
any of the men are tackled *'
when they go down with a
thud, and actually iets a tear *"
fall when anyone is carried "1
field. She enters wildly into tll fi 1
and claps her hands violent)
any gain is scored. But Betty *H
cratic in her principles and'it'lN
not whether the gain is for h
she cheers anyway. Forward
punting, offside, and such terms*
nothing to her, although sh,"
scientiously listens and tries to 1
stand the explanations of her '
Betty's Attention Wander!*
About the middle of the
quarter, Betty's attenti >n has (7*1
from the players to the sand J/^l
preparing to march betwe^,
'
And from this point her ^
hopelessly lost. After the K,,
watches the slightly inebriated
who sits behind her in History J» 1
and who is endeavoring to leaiH
cial cheers; then her attention a,
the little bewildered pup W|,0
ders out onto the field; then herp»|
hopper mind takes in everythbul
the game. Her "L-S-M" tries hiiv
to ignore her voice rattling mvaA
ingly about "new coat—boy fifcj
dance—Boston—dinner'' and ps
he is about to give up completely *
take her home, the game is egfcl
Sighing with relief, he is
back to the present with a shoetjl
her innocent inquiry. "Oh, is them,!
over? Did WE win?"'
Don't be too harsh on Bettt. S» I
she had a wonderful time, acts I
eagerly looking forward to nest Ss-I
urday's game—to enjoy it in her ui>|
sweet way.

used, such as overtures and arracaJ
ments of well-known works, in adil
tion to the usual marches. The a»|
ductor will be Winston Keck '38,'
has led the band when they
played this year, and the macaj
will be Howard Becker '38. the j»]
ent band manager.
The recent competition of ima \
Colby has stimulated interest in kcl
work in all of the Maine colleges. 1:1
this contest Bates made a sjletfil
impression in both marching ai|
playing. Although the band did I
win the trophy, it was a good seens]
and it_ is expected that, with the (
ganization playing during the wintaj
a still better showing will be mi
next year.

Travel Home
BY TRAIN

Library Naps And A Crowded
Bulletin Board Are Tribulations

Maine Central R.R.
The

Auburn
News

Stud Frock*
Root little Paule Wood Fro*
that are necessary <° WMJ""?
•Tory woman', wardrobe! Maw
in a choice oi fabrics thai wui ••
yon apart eyery hour ot the oar
Chiffon Broadcloth, Zephyr )•
—Y. Babbit's Hair for street «■»
country wear, and P>"« °%,
luscious nubby crepe «««.->-•
afternoon. Sixes 3 to 17- **
•Pat U. S. Pat. Oft

WARD'S
WARI

72 LISBON STREET
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fg38 SeasonFootball And Basketball Schedules Announced
J
41 Hoopsters Get Fundamentals; Opening Relays
Individual
Talent
Displayed
As
Northeastern
Burnap Lost
Hoopmen Hold First Scrimmage To Track Team 1st Game Precedes Varsity Opener See Sophs Win
On Grid Slate

-——
•*—
,
This year's Freshman basketball
Bearing down in their preparations I
nopeiuis have been working out for
for the coming season, the varsity
two weeks under the eye of Coacn
basketball men went through a stiff
••Buck"' Spinks and Assistant Joe Pigscrimmage yesterday afternoon as
none '36. Forty-two boys signed up
they pointed for the opening game
xor the sport, but the squad has since
Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher of the geolThe
galloping
ghost
from
Readwith Northeastern, Jan. 8.
prelims Here
been cut to a working size of 19. "The
ogy department has never missed
ing,
Ben
Piper
'38,
outraced
All 19 players on the varsity squad
rest
of the boys," says Coach Spinks,
a
State
series
football
game
or
a
Sherry "Turtledove" Ricker over
The sophomore class skyrocketed
had their first real chance to display
"are now participating in class ball into a five and one-half point lead
production of the 4-A players in
The
track
team
suffered
a
serious
a
four-lap
course
in
the
cage,
,„« football schedule, which their talents under fire, as the pracso that they will be in close contact over the freshmen, with the junior and
his entire professorial history on
loss when Courtney Burnap '38 enteri
Friday, in what was one of the
ed W the Bates News Bu~ tices previously had been devoted enwith the game and have a chance to senior classes trailing in that order
this campus. For more than fifed
the
Central
Maine
General
Hospirele8
greatest
wins
in
track
history.
It
«
^k.' shows that the Morey- tirely to fundamentals and conditiontal,
Saturday,
to
have
his
appendix
teen
years,
the
soil
studier
has
develop further."
at the end of the first day of compeis understood that the original
f^fdewn will play Dartmouth ing work.
So far, practice has been devoted tition in the annual Christmas relays
been watching football and plays
removed, which will probably mean
ked
race
was
supposed
to
be
three
«
„ opener, with Northeastern
As was expected, team play was
almost entirely to fundamental work, which began in the cage yesterday
with the intensity of an underthat last fall's cross-country captain
laps for "Turtledove" to four for
^Tuf'.- ''f'er the New HamP" ragged in yesterday's session, but
with little attempt at organization.
has
hung
up
his
spikes
for
good.
graduate.
M
Ben, but that the mathematicians
afternoon.
' e which is to be played on there was some definite improvement
Coach Spinks is bringing the boys
Burnap
ran
his
best
cross-country
figured
out
that
it
was
impossible
Lynn Bussey, sophomore sprint star,
d
The
secret
of
his
success,
the
in
individual
play.
The
most
marked
■
S°Fiel this year.
along slowly but believes he will be
season this year when he finished
for a man of average speed to
won the forty yard dash from his
Doctor stated, is that he really has
I «*"' e series follows the Arnold advance thus far this year has been
able
to
hold
some
scrimmages
this
27th in the New Englands and was
gain some 43 yards each lap on a
teammate, Mai Holmes. The two conthe true Bates spirit and puts it
h Matoe at Orono as the shown by Ken Tilton, a sophomore
week. The season opener is with Lewone of the first four Garnet runners
e
1 *
x
. x
'
I mmp
tinued their winning streak when they
truck
horse.
into physical motion.
|p-* ' _ _ Rowdoin invade"s Lewis- who had no court experience at all
iston High the same night that the
to cross the line in each dual meet.
combined
to win the one lap relay
l
prior to coming to college. Coach
varsity plays Northeastern, only four
be fcBwring week, with Colby
Last winter he ran on the two-mile
with Don Pomeroy and Harry ShepI ° Armistice Day.
Spinks continued his drive for faster
days after the Christmas recess, and,
relay team at the BAA's and was
! hard. The winning time of the sophtherefore, plenty of hard work will
Freshman schedule shows a footwork and better ball-handling to
counted on for a 4:36 mile in most
I omores, 1 min. 15 3/5 sec., was only
He hang** with New Hampton overcome the lack of height among
have to be done in the next two
dual meets.
I two seconds slower than the cage rec'
■ JICI and Cushing replacing the squad members.
weeks.
ord for the distance The freshmen
Due to his appendix operation, the
Seven football numeral winners are
No first team has yet been chosen
Kent's Hill, which has been
and juniors trailed in that event.
senior class may not be able to have
on the squad. These include "Art"
I reshmn rival in years gone by, but the players have been assigned
Lanky George Corson gave the fresha relay team in the Christmas relays,
Captain
Dick
Preston,
Charlie
II
Belliveau
and
Harry
Gorman
who
to definite positions. The forwards
Charles Peterson, billiards and trick
w as the opener Oct. 14.
men five points by clearing 5 ft. 9
Cooke, and Gus Clough were given since there were only four members
starred in the backfield and "Brud"
I nj schedule- are as follows: Var- are Ted Nowak '38, Johnny Woodshot expert, will not appear here until
inches, with Bill Luukko and Royce
honorable mention on both the Asso- of the Class of 1938 out for track last
Witty, the hard-charging right end.
bury
'39,
Joe
Canavan
'39,
Leonard
j. . gent 24, at Dartmouth; Oct. 1,
Tabor in a second place tie.
Jan.
12,
John
Curtis,
Chase
Hall
diciated Press Ail-American and All- week.
They all have had plenty of court ex£ Hampshire; Oct. 8, at North- Jobrack '39, Gus Clough '39, Art WilDwight Quigley and Joe Shannon
East teams, which were released last
rector, announced yesterday.
perience in prep school, are clever
of the freshmen tied the yearling dash
Lwm; Oct. 15, Arnold; Oct. 22, at der '39, Fran Stover '40, and Sumner
week.
Mr. Peterson, who was scheduled to ball-handlers, and will no doubt see mark of 4 4/5 sec. in winning their
ir,e Oct. 2!\ Bowdoin; and Nov. Tapper '40.
Preston
was
on
all
of
the
leading
perform on campus before Christmas plenty of service this winter.
trial heats, but were nosed out in the
The centers are Larry Doyle '38,
111. Colby.
The Freshman squad consists of
All-Maine
teams
while
Cooke,
who
vacation, discovered that his schedule
final.
Tfreshmen; Oct. 14, Kent's Hill; Bob Frost '38, Ray Cool '40, and Ken
played a great game at end, was on
for the immediate future would not Bud Armstrong, Stan Austin, Art
Summary:
■L jg, Cushing; and Nov. 5, New Tilton '40; the guards completing the
leave him free before the 17th of this Belliveau, Fred Binder, Mike Bucci40 yard dash—first heat: Shannon
list are Ed Hathaway '38, Bill Dun- the majority of selections, along with
ipton.
gross,
William
Davis,
Dwight
DeWitt,
month, the day Christmas recess be'41, first; Holmes '40, second; Lythcott
levy '38, Bill Crosby '39, Autie Briggs Gussy Clough, a junior, who played
The
Bates
Outing
Club
will
proJ Complete arrangements have been
Clint Forstrom, Harry Gorman, John '39, third;. Time: 4 4/5 sec. Second
'39, Howie Kenney '40, Norm Tardiff his first year at guard. A year ago vide for the maintenance of a section gins. At present, he is staying at
llaskell. Perry Jameson, Dave JenLipleted on the Freshman basketball
he
was
Preston's
substitute
at
center.
Purdue
University
and
will
make
vaheat: Quigley '41, first; Bussey '40,
'40, and Danny Taft '40.
of the Maine Appalachian Mountain
■cedule. which is as follows: Jan. 8,
rious other appearances before colle- nings, Joe Millerick, Red Rafferty, second; Luukko '38, third. Time: 4
trail
from
Andover—"B"
Hill
road
to
Won; Jan. 11, Edward Little High
giate audiences in that section of the Jack Vale, Dick Wall, Paul Wight, 4/5 sec. Final: Bussey '40, first;
the top of Saddleback Mountain, SamFred Whitten, and Erie Witty.
EMI; Jan. 15, at Lewiston; Jan. 18,
country.
Holmes '40, second; Shannon '41,
' uel Leard '38, president of the OutItFdrard Little; Feb. 2, pending;
third; Lythcott '39, fourth. Time:
ing Club, announced recently.
|,b.4.at Berlin, N. H.; Feb. 11, M.
4 4/5 sec.
This action on the part of the local
I I.; Feb. 15, Bridgton; Feb. 17,
High Jump—Corson '41, first; Luorganization
will
aid
the
problem
of
■en'sHill; Feb. 18, Hebron.
By Thomas Knowles '41
.chest of the jersey will indicate that
ukko '38 and Tabor '40, tie for second;
maintaining the entire trail in Maine,
Lythcott '39, fourth Height: 5 ft. 9
The Bates hoop squad that appears the team comes from Bates, with ca.
J ffl varsity home games will have
Myron H. Avery, chairman of the
vas
shoes
completing
the
outfit.
This
inrhes.
Li preliminary a freshman game, on the court against Northeastern
Board of Appalachian Trail, stated.
State, we are 14 points better than
By Clint Forstrom '41
One Lap Relay—Sophomores, first,
Inch should increase'the enthusiasm Jan. 8, will be envied by every bas- year the team will bow to none when
it comes to outfitting a team, either
According to comparative scores Pitt.
The
section
taken
over
by
Bates
is
(Bussey,
Shephard, Holmes, PomeIII the hoop sport, which is being ketball opponent because of its snappy
As Pitt is conceded by experts to be roy); Freshmen, second, (Shannon,
varsity or freshman.
around 37 miles long. All the work compiled by Jack Wilson '40 and given
Ikrroduced on an intercollegiate basis equipment.
Coach Spinks declares that the Bob- on it will be done under the direction in public speaking class by Robert the best team in the country and we O'Shaughnessy,
Morris,
Quigley);
Our varsity team will be dressed in
|f«r the first time at Bates since 1922.
Plaisted '4U, Bates has the best foot- are 14 points better than Pitt, the Juniors, third, (Pierce, Bridges, Walsweat-suits of finished wool which kittens will look as good as any var- of Prof. William H. Sawyer, of the
sity college team in the East. Their botany department, former Maine di- ball team in the country. The proof dopesters figure that we are the "best lace, Lythcott). Time: 1 min. 15 3/5
consist of a button-up jacket and
equipment will be much the same, ex- rector of the New England Trail con- ia ::s follows:
team in the country".
seconds.
pants with zipper fasteners on the
CHRISTMAS IS COMING
cept that the dark crimson sweat- ference.
Since
we
lost
to
Dartmouth
39-0
in
leg bottoms. The front of the jacket
suits will be of the slip-over type and
Beginning north of Andover—"B" our opener, it is easy to prove that
will have a large black B penciled in
SO GONE TO US FOR GIFTS
will have "Bates" on the front .of Hill road, the trail under the care of we are one point better than Ohio
white, and pants will be supported by
them. Large white letters spelling the B. O- C. passes Surplus Pond and, State in the following way: Indiana
W& 1dm — Easy Payments
an elastic band instead of the usual
"Freshmen" stand out in contrast to at the west, Surplus Mountain. Fol- beat Ohio State 10-0 and Indiana beat
string. Black trimmings will complete
the garnet color of the jersey.
AT
lowing Mountain Brook, it crosses to- Iowa 3-0, making Iowa seven points
the garnet-colored suit.
Both teams will also have practice ward the northeast and passes be- better than Ohio State.
Michigan
When the club answers the starter's
jerseys. They are both looking for- tween the northeasterly .end of lost a thriller to Iowa, 7-6, resulting
whistle, be sure that your eyes are
ward to their first game in January Sable Mountain and "C" pond. The in Michigan being eight points better
protected or you will be blinded by
in the same way that a child looks trail then skirts the northwest side of than Ohio State. Michigan won over
the gleam of garnet-colored satin
forward to the coming of Santa Claus. Moody Mountain and crosses Maine Chicago, 13-12, making Chicago seven
84 Lisbon Street
shorts. Three-inch letters across the
highway number 5, thence going be- points better than Ohio. Princeton
tween Elephant and Old Blue Moun- won from Chicago, 16-7, which means
tains. It continues on between Bemis that the Tigers are 16 points better
Mountain and Bemis Stream, and fol- than Ohio. When Dartmouth beat
lows Four Ponds Brook and the south- Princeton, 33-9, we can conclude that
By Sam Leard '38
ern side of Long Pond. At the north- Dartmouth is 40 points better than
is for
at Durham and deserve a lot of credit. ern end of Long Pond, the trail turns Ohio State. As Dartmouth only beat
The STUDENT Sports Department
BATES STUDENTS
Their passing combine was a great southeast to the northern shores of us 39-0, it is determined that we were
wishes to express its sympathy to
offensive weapon in this game. Charlie the Sandy River Ponds, swings north one point better than Ohio.
Barney Marcus '37, last year's Sports
Illinois beat Northwestern, 6-0. and
tackled for New Hampshire's set- to Saddleback Mountain.
Editor, on the death of his father.
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
Minnesota beat Northwestern, 7-0,
backs and Brud booted out from the
The
B.
O.
C.
constructed
a
spur
Barney has had to drop out of HarINC.
shadow of his goal post several times. trail from Appalachian Trail to "C" making Minnesota one point better
vard Dental School in order to take
than Illinois. Illinois lost to Ohio, 19ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Bluff a few years ago.
over his father's business in Milford,
0, which means that Ohio is 18 points
Uwiston Monumental Works
Work on the recently accepted task
Football Banquet
Mass.
better than the highly fated Minnes
-10 Bates Street
. Lewiston
Last week the football team was will not begin until June.
•
•
•
sota.
_ Telephone 4634-R
tendered a banquet which was enAnother "All" Selection
Since Ohio beat Texas Christian,
joyed by all. The second-place State
Charlie Cooke and George "Brud"
14-0, and Fordham beat Texas, 7-6,
team deserves a lot of credit. It is
"'«ran show you a vaiiea
Morin were named last week on New
that makes Ohio State 13 points bettoo bad that the State champion crossselection
of
Hampshire's
all-opponent selection.
ter than Fordham.
Fordham and
P
country
team
was
not
tendered
a
sim"'ZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN They both did a good job in the game
Pitt
played
to
a
scoreless
tie, and, as
p
ilar event. It might be added that the
,„ ENS, LAKES' SILK
we are one point better than Ohio
l
invitations to the gridiron banquet
The finals in the current Chase Hall
«BRELLAS & LEATHER
were kept a secret too long, so that pool, ping-pong, and bowling tournaHAND BAGS
A coonskin coat, we've heard it said,
COLLEGE STREET
several of the deserving squad mem- ments will be run off Saturday eveLeather Bill Folds
Wards off chill winds from heel to head;
bers missed the feed.
ing at the second Chase Hall Open
Delicious Ice Cream
Book r,nds - Clocks
• • •
In which respect its chief vocation s
House
of
this
year,
Chase
Hall
comNow Being Sold at Your
Tennis Reports
, mittee chairman Howard Becker '38
Much like No Draft Ventilation s.
BATES
COLLEGE STORE
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing:
It is understood that another spring
JEWELERS
has announced.
LEV/ISTON . MAINE
trip to the southern states of Massa67 College St.
Lewiston, Me.
The various contestants for the fichusetts and Rhode Island is being arnals will play their matches during
ranged for the spring recess. The the regular dance, so that eds and
Compliments of
team has a decided advantage in excoeds attending will be abl» to watch
perience received from these games. them. After the winners have been
197 MAIN ST.
Too bad that Harvard has a full determined, medals will be awarded,
schedule,
as Bates tried to get a either by President Clifton D. Gray or
oiks take such things as No Draft VentilaOUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
match with them on their road trip. Mr. John Curtis, Chase Hall Director.

Doc Fisher—Original
Reading Ghost Hants
' 1 urtledove'On Track Harrier Captain, Recovering Boy Who Made Good

I u«i Schedule Changed;

Bussey, Holmes, Corson, Star
As Sophomores Take
Early Lead

From Appendicitis, Has
Ended Career

J

I

Billiards Expert
Coming Jan. 12

A. P. Mentions
3 Bates Gridsters

Bates Outing Club
To Maintain Trail

Hoop Team's Unies Latest
In Vogue Of Basketball Fashion

Dopesters "Prove" Grid Team
Comparatively Best In Country

Day's Jewelry Store

SPORT SHOTS

^"■The College Store

Chase Game Finals
At Next Open House

HOOD'S

SHOE HOSPITAL

Burnstone-Osgood

Purity Restaurant

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

OIL

TUFTS

WTTH

& GAS

5 C. McKENNEY
liege and Sabattus Sts.

OITR QUALITY FOOD

CorapMments of

Call 4040

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine

AUBURN

LEWISTON

PROTECT YOUR EYES

C

0ATS, SUITS and PARTY DRESSES
Should Be "SANITONE" Cleansed

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.

The

y will make a better appearance and stay right longer

E. L. VINING

We give special attention to students' service

Optometrist

it will be right1
ortnerly L. O. Mercier, Inc.

A. S. Cummings, Mgr.

Tel. 33»
199

Main Street

Lewiston, Me.

BROTHERS

tion as a matter of course now that all GM

Printing Specialists

cars have this improvement. But when you
add Knee-Action, the Unisteel Body, the

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON |

DROP INTO

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

Tel. 2310

Agent
GORDON WILLIAMS '38

F

Xolk

The Quality Shop

Turret Top, improved Hydraulic Brakes and
a steady parade of betterments—you see how
a great organization moves ahead—using its
resources for the benefit of the public —
giving greater value as it wins greater sales.

Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A.M. to 10.30 P. M.

GENERAL MOTORS
MEANS GOOD MEASURE
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK • LA SALLE • CADILLAC

■>f
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FOUR

IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs^ Fri, Sat. - Dec 9, 10, 11
"Thoroughbreds Don't Cry," Judy Garland and Mickey Booney.
Mon„ Tues., Wed. - Dec 13, 14, 15
"Stage Door," Katherine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, Adolph Menjou.
AUBURN
Wednesday, Thursday — Dec 8, 9
"First Lady," Kay Francis.
Friday, Saturday — Dec 10,11
"Girl With Ideas," Wendy Barrie.
Monday, Tuesday — Dec. 13, 14
"Angel," Marlene Dietrich.

Fred L. Tower Companies
Quality PRINTING Service
Not just ink on paper
165 Middle St.
Portland, Me.
THE BLUE LINE
LewUtoB - Kuinforil - I-"»rml»«t.>,.

Lv. LewMoii
7.45 am • 10.00 am 1.45 pm 5.10 pra
LT. Rumford
7.35 am *9.50 am 1.35 pm 5.00 pm
Lv. Farmington
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.33 pm 4.58 pm
•Daily Except Sunday

I
Briggs And Clough Bates Debaters
Scandal Sheet
*
In Dec. "Buffoon" Get Co-Captaincy Lose To Bowdoin
The December issue of the Bates
"Buffoon" will appear on Tuesday,
Dec. 14, according to a recent announcement by Omar King, editor.
This issue will feature a scandal
sheet, a long sports write-up, something new in the line of camera shots,
and that long-awaited Bates Personality Test.
The scandal sheet and Alexander's
sports column will be at their best,
and the pages of pictures are going
to make humor magazine history, if
we may take John Skelton's word for
it.
And now comes the report that the
"Buffoon" has worked out a fool-proof
personality test especially designed
for the Bates personality. No longer
need you wonder why it is that you
lack (of possibly have) APPEAL; the
"Buffoon" will tell you why, how, and
when.

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS

Austin Briggs '39 and Fred Clough
'39 were elected co-captains of the
football eleven at a meeting of football lettermen Monday. This is the
first time that the captainship has
been made by vote of the lettermen
directly after the season since Coach
Dave took over the coaching in 1929.
Briggs and Clough succeed Dick
Preston '38, all-state center. Austin
Briggs was out for most of last season with a broken ankle received in
the Holy Cross game. This season he
suffered a sprained ankle in the Dartmouth game which put him on the
shelf until the State Series. The Hanover, Mass. back was the only member of the garnet to score against all
three Maine colleges.
Clough was on the majority of the
Ali-State teams in guard position. He
was named on the honorable mention
list of the Associated Press All-East
and All-American eleven. Last season he was substitute to Dick Preston
at center. Clough made his numerals
in the javelin and weights in his freshman vear.

Bowdoin's George Little and Andrew
Cox, upholding the affirmative of the
question, "Resolved, That the National Labor Relations Board should be
empowered to enforce arbitration of
all industrial disputes," were awarded the decision over the Bates team of
Hoosag Kadjperooni '39 and Paul
Stewart '38 in Bates' first Eastern Intercollegiate League debate of the
season, held last Thursday evening in
the Little Theatre.
The debate was of the Oregon system of cross-examination, Cox and
Stewart being the lawyers; Little and
Kadjperooni the witnesses.
Prof. Paul Whitbeck of the English
department presided, and the judges
were Prof. Thomas A. Knowlton of
the University of Maine, Pres. Earle
S. Grant of the New England Business College, Portland, and Mr. Frank
Cowland, a Portland lawyer.
•

Campus News Shorts

~~
Athletic Awards
Athletic awards will be made to the
varsity and freshmen members of the
various teams Thursday, December
16 at a General Assembly in the
Alumni Gymnasium, Barclay Dorman
'38, president of the Student Council,
announced last night.
• • •
Preston Leads State Gridmen
Dick Preston led the state by being
the only Maine player on the honorable mention of the National Intercollegiate Sport Writers Association
AU-American Team which was compiled by Bob Kunkel of the U. of
North Dakota.
Under the next heading "nominations" appeared the names of Charlie
Cooke and Austin Briggs of Bates,
and Smith Hamlin and Reidman of
Maine as the only other representatives of the Pine Tree State.
Bill Salman of Maine and Sam
Leard of Bates were the two Maine
college sports editors submitting
teams which were among the 83 ballots returned.

CHASE HALL Hours: 9-12—1-6
REMEMBER

"THE SMILING COW"
GIFT

SHOP

Only Two More Weeks

The Supper at
GRANT'S CATERING PARLORS

For some of that Delicious

Following the Tea Dance

Now At

95 Main Street
New and Art Gifts

—

Christmas Cards

Balsam Pillows
—
Toys
REASONABLY PRICED

George Ross Ice Cream
Eat up now to tide you over January, the month that we close

DEC. io at 6:30 P.M.
$1.25 Per Couple
Call 2425-R for Reservations
81 College Street, Lewiston

Go «•*&#*••

i .„* rhanrlFo* Co
Last
Chance For
Coed Dinner
Today is the last chance to sign the
lists for the coed dinner, which is to
be held Thursday ni^ht, Dec. 16, under the combined auapices of Student
Government and Student Council. Eds
and coeds are requested to sign for
partners, tables, and preference as to
Fiske Dining Hall or the Commons.
After the dinner by candlelight,
there will be Open House at Chase
Hall, with opportunity for playing
ping-pong, pool, billiards, bowling,
and cards. A carol sing will end the
evening's program in true Yuletide
fashion. The committee is composed
of Chairman Ruth Montgomery '38,
Helen Martikainen '39, Joseph Canavan '39, and Hamilton Dorman '40.
• • •
Blacks Win In Volleyball
The Blacks defeated the Garnets,
43 to 18, in the final volleyball game
of the season yesterday in the Women's Locker Building.
• • *
Stu. G. Demi-Tasse
The Women's Student Government
Association served demi-tasse in the
Women's Union to the senior girls
after dinner Sunday. This was the
first of the after dinner coffees which
will be served to all the girls during
the year.
•
•
•
4-A Christmas Party
In best 4-A Player tradition, a
Christmas party in honor of the 70th
birthday of Professor Robinson will be
held on the stage of the Little Theatre Friday night.
•
•
•
Peace Worker Here
Betty Mansfield, U. of Penn '37,
field secretary of the Emergency
Peace Campaign, will visit the campus from Saturday, Dec. 11, to Monday, Dec. 13, for conferences.
• * •
Gould '30 Heads Draamtica
Samuel Gould a graduate of Bates
in the class of 1930, a former leading
man in the 4-A Players, and now head
of the dramatics department in the
William H. Hall Senior High School,
West Hartford, Connecticut, sent Professor Grosvenor M. Robinson a program of the activities of his group
and a most interesting letter recently.
• • •
Dr. Lawrance Speaks
"Modern Achievements in Industrial
Chemistry" was the subject of a disProf. R. R. N. Gould of the history
a joint gathering of the Lawrance
Chemical and Jordan Scientific Societies last Thursday evening.

•

•

Christmas Cityl
Has hundreds of tested
gift problems. Her

""•••Hi

Budget
Silk Stocki

79c pr.
When you give "eck's Bti
Stockings you give long »ea.
beauty. Service or chiffon. J
pairs (or better still, 4 pain,,J
gift folder solves your probl*

For the Men
In Your Life

Gift Ties

2 for $1
In a Gift Box
Hand-picked ties—patterns as nj
culine as a square jaw—made I
most $1 ties. 2C00 to choose fro*

Give Leather Good? for Qir»
mas Gifts.

Hundreds of

items to choose from

Fogg's Leather
Ltwisl

123 Main St.

•

W. A. A. Banquet
The knights of the round table,
W.A.A. members, and their guests attended the annual banquet given by
the Women's Athletic Association in
Fiske dining hall, Thursday evening,
Dec. 2.
A trumlpet selection by Patricia
Atwater opened the program. W.A.A.
president, Mary Chase "38, introduced
the speakers whose toasts, following
the theme of the knights of the round
table, were: "To the Fair", Evelyn
Copeland '39; "To the Bold", Elizabeth Brann '41; "To the Wise", Eleanor Smart '39; and "To the Strong",
Alice Neily '38.
TYPEWRITERS
STANDARDS and PORTABLES
For Sale and To Let
For Used Machines and Repairs
See Sam Burston
77 College St.
Tel. 4-328J

JOHN G. WEST
Tel. 2326

PECKS

133 Main St.

MERRILL & WEBBEil
COMPANY

PRINTERS • ■OOfBWWJl
95-99 Mth St

Anburo,

College
Pharmacy|
Where The Bobcats M«
TOASTED
.
HAMBURGS - HOT D0*J
CHICKEN ROLL
Largest and Best
CHOCOLATE MILK
•">nce a Customer - Alw»T»"
Customer
'
PRESCRIPTION'S COMP0UNT*]
Telephone M*4
College and Satattus Street;

R. W. CLARK
DRUGGIST

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.
.-.

CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS
RELIABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-CCURTEOUS

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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When The FORDS Roll By Bates Campus
Think Of

WADE & DUNTON MOTORS
And Tell Your Folks Of Our
ExcellentTrade In Value
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